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 Now that's the amount of hours of real gameplay that one can expect to have. I wouldn't even call it a game. There are a couple of problems with this savegame. The first one, is that all the cars are really rare or not in the game. The other one is that it's really well balanced. I guess I should have mentioned the third one before the savegame, it's that this savegame is beatable. And let's face it, beating a
savegame is not something to be proud of. But enough of this, let's talk about the game. This is a port of the arcade game Knuckle Chou. This is actually the final installment of the Grand Prix series. This game was released way back in 2003, by AKI. It was ported to the PSP a couple of years ago, but that one got some questionable localization and the port quality was pretty bad. This is the first time
that the game got a proper English localisation, so you get full quality gameplay, complete English voice acting and all that crap. You play as a rookie driver, trying to get his first race win. You have a bunch of cars, each with their own specialty. You can modify the cars, like adding spoilers, engines and whatnot. The game follows the Grand Prix simulation style. You race and win by overtaking other
cars. This means you can be way ahead, but still be overtaken. You have to be really careful when overtaking because it may cost you your lead. Your first race is against a police car. This is a really easy one. The police cars have double the speed of yours, but if you manage to hit them on their side, you can overtake them. It's possible to get a crash in here, but I was lucky enough to not get one. The

rest of the races are way more difficult. You have to race against almost everything. Most of the time, you will be a bit slower than the other cars, but you can overtake them. It's not always as easy as that though. The reason why is that there are not always empty lanes, or even road. There are obstacles in the way. Obstacles like rock, road wall, buildings and other cars. They are called turbobars. These
are turbo-boosters in the back of a car. You can push one to go a bit faster. You have to be 82157476af
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